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ABSTRACT

For a convex body A C E 1 1 let p(A) denote the smallest positive

X suoli that F C A C Q for some parallelotope P and its homothetic

copy Q vith ratio A. It is proved that p(A) <̂  n for every convex

"body A C E 1 1 vith the equality for simplices. We conjecture that the

equality characterizes simplices and confirm that for n - 2.
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By a convex body of Euclidean n-space IT we understand a

compact convex set with non-empty Interior. 3y homothety we always

mean a homothety with a positive ratio.

A well-known result of John [3] states that for every convex "body

AC IT there exist homothetic ellipsoids F and G with the ratio not

greater than n such that TCACG. Grurihaum ([2], p. 259) asked if

the analogous statement is true for parallelotopes instead of ellipsoids

and showed that such is the case if n = 2. The answer is positive for

each n

Theorem - For every convex "body ACE11 there exists a parallelotope

P and its homothetie copy Q with a ratio not exceeding n such that

PCCCQ.

Proof - Since A is compact, one can choose P to be a

parallelotope of greatest volume contained in A.

Let Q be a homothetic copy of P with the smallest possible

ratio m such that AC Q. We shall show that m <_ n.

Suppose that m > n. There exist parallel facets B.,, B of

Q such that a point b.£A belongs to B,, i = 1,2. The nearest facet

to B from among the two facets of P parallel to £ is denoted by

C., i = 1,2. Let D. be the copy of C. under the homothety with the

centre b., i = 1,2, and the ratio y = [(n-l)/n][m/(m-l)]. Let 6

be the ratio of distances between the hyperplanes carrying B., C. and

the hyperplares carrying C-, C_, i = 1,2. Obviously, 61 + &2 = m-1.

The ratio of the distances between the hyperplanes carrying D , D^ and

the hyperplanes carrying C , C^ is

1 + (l-y) 61 + (l-y) 62 = 1 + (l-y)(m-l) = m/n. Moreover,

where v means the k-dimensional volume. Therefore for the parallelotope

D being the convex hall of ELL) D2
 w e h a v e

= y ^ m / n " f(m),

where

* . -vn-1 n

n Cx-1)
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Since the derivate

(n-l)l)
n
n

of f (x) is positive for x > n and f (x) is continuous for x >_ n,

from m > n we get ffm) > f(n). Thus

> f{n) = 1 .

Consequently, Y (D) > V^fP). Since D is a parallelotope contained in

A, ve get a contradiction with the definition of P. Hence m <_ n.

Corollary - (Macbeath [k~\). Every convex body ACE11 contains

a parallelotope P such that Y (Aj/V^fP) <_ n11.

Let us recall Radziszewski's transformation [5] of convex bodies

which is useful in the proof of Proposition 1. Let 1 ,... 1 be axes

{not necessarily perpendicular) of a coordinate system in E11. Let H.

be the hyperplane containing all axes different from 1., i = 1,..., n.

Every convex body AC IT can be presented as the union of segments being

intersections of A with straight lines parallel to a fixed axis 1.

(points are understood as segments). We translate the segments parallel

to 1^ in order to get them in the positive half-space bounded by H.

and to have an endpoint of each segment in H.. The union of the obtained

segments is denoted by r (A). Analogously to the proof of Radziszevski [5]

for n = 2, we CPXI show tv.t.r. >-. (A) is -a convex body. Let r "be the

superposition of the transformations r ,..., r.. Obviously, r(A) is a

convex body.

Proposition 1 - Let A be an n-dimensional simplex and S,T

homothetic parallelotopes such that SCACT. Then the ratio of hcmothety

is not smaller than n.

Proof - Suppose that T is a homothetic copy of S with a ratio

m smaller than n. Consider a coordinate system whose axes are determined

by some "-n non-parallel edges of S. Then r(A) is a simplex, r(S) = S

and r(T) is a translate of T. The origin of our coordinate system is a

common vertex of r(S), r(A) and r{T). Obviously, r(s)Cr(i)Cr(T).

The equation of the hyperplane carrying the facet of r(A) not containing

the origin is
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vhere a. > 0, i •= 1, ..., n. Thanks to T{&) r(T), we have a. <_ m

for 1 = 1 , ..., n. From m < n ve conclude that r(A) does not contain

the vertex of r(S) vith all coordinates equal to 1. This contradicts

the fact that r(S)cr(i)

Proposition 2 - For every convex body ACE which is not a

triangle there exists a parallelogram P and its homothetic copy Q

vith a ratio smaller than 2, such that PCACQ.

Proof - We define P, Q and m as in the proof of Theorem but

this time only for n «= 2 and A not being a triangle. By Theorem we

have m <_ 2 and we will arrive at a contradiction.

First, consider the case when A has non-empty intersections

with all four sides of Q. This assumption and the inclusion PCA

imply that the area of .P does not exceed half of the area A. Since

P is a parallelogram of maximal area inscribed in A, we get a contradiction

with one part of Theorem 1 of [l] which states: if a convex body ACE

is not a triangle, then a parallelogram of area strictly larger than a

half of the area of A can be inscribed in A.

How, let A have empty intersection with a side K of Q.

A simple reasoning shows that the ratio m = 2 can be lowered by taking

(instead of P and Q) well chosen parallelograms P' and Q' with sides

parallel to the sides of P: the pair of sides of P* parallel to K

should be slightly closer and the other pair slightly farther than the

corresponding pairs of sides of P. A contradiction, hence the proposition

is true.

One may conjecture that for every convex body ACE11 which is not

a simplex, there exists a parallelotope P and its homothetic copy Q

with a ratio smaller than n such that PCACQ.
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